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ABSTRACT

A model for flammability characteristics and combustion of

hydrogen and carbon monoxide mixtures is presented for application to

severe accident analysis of Advanced Light Water Reactors (ALWR's).

The purpose of this model development is reduction of uncertainty in
,_,

the fission product source terms for ALWR's through reduction in the

uncertainty in thermal-hydraullc calculations. The flammability and

combustion models are formulated with a minimum number of adjustable

parameters and it is demonstrated that the parameters have a small

range of variation for best-flt benchmarks against experimental data. , . : , _.i_....3

Models presented here are equally applicable to analysis of _ <:_'i_,,,.,_'::i.... :......,

current LWR's. _0V 0 5 _g_O

Flammability characteristics are modeled for general hydrogen- -...............

carbon monoxide-oxygen-nitrogen-steam-carbon dloxide mixtures between M_I_Sl"ER
room temperature and the autoigni'tion temperature. Atmospheres with

...... ,_, ,'n:_ OF THIS DOCUMENT IS UNLIM%T_:"
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this type of general composition can exist during a severe accident

featuring in-vessel clad oxidation, ex-vessel concrete erosion, and

partial oxygen consumption. Effects of elevated temperature are

quantified from data for single fuels in air [I,2]. Flammabilty

limits are separately quantified from data for single fuel-air-single

inerrant mixtures [1,3]. Limits for more than one fuel are found

using Le Chatelier's Law, which has been demonstrated to be valid for

hydrogen and carbon monoxide [2,4]. Limits for more than one inerrant

are found by averaging the individual inerrant limits for a given

fuel. The amount of Inerrant required to inhibit flammability for any

fuel concentration is increased with temperature up to autignltlon

[5]. A key result of this work is that lean and rich flammabilty

limits for these general mixtures can be represented by a single

expression:

y = b * [ (i/Yl)**a + (i/Y2)**a ]**(I/a)

where

Yl = ml*x + bl

Y2 = m2*x + b2

and where x is the fuel concentration, y is the inerrant concentration,

and other parameters are calculated for each mixture and temperature.

Combustion is modeled using continuity and momentum equations

for a burned gas mass assumed to be initially spherical at the point

of ignition. Early fireball growth is dominated by laminar flame

propagation and later growth is dominated by entrainment. A transient

momentum balance determines the buoyant rise velocity considering

virtual mass, entrainment, buoyancy, and drag effects. Because the

combustion process is highly idealized, a model parameter is included



to adjust flame speed and surface area to yield reasonable agreement

with experiment.

Combustion completeness is predicted by the model to within less

than ten percent for most of the large-scale experiments using a

single value of the flame flux multiplier parameter [6,7] . The flame

flux multiplier is found to have a range between 1 and 2 for a variety

of recent hydrogen combustion experiments, and the larger value is

most appropriate to containment conditions. Burn time is

underpredicted for incomplete combustion, yielding overpredlction of

the final pressure by typically several psi, which is conservative for

severe accident analysis.
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ABSTRACT

A model for flammability characteristics and combustion of

hydrogen and carbon monoxide mixtures is presented for application to
severe accident analysis of Advanced Light Water Reactors (ALWR's).
Flammability of general mixtures for thermodynamic conditions

anticipated during a severe accident is quantified with a new

correlation technique applied to data for several fuel and inerrant
mixtures and using accepted methods for combining these data.

Combustion behavior is quantified by a mechanistic model consisting of
a continuity and momentum balance for the burned gases, and

considering an uncertainty parameter to match the idealized process to
experiment. Benchmarks against experiment demonstrate the validity of

this approach for a single recommended value of the flame flux

multiplier parameter. The models presented here are equally applicable
to analysis of current LWR's.

I. INTRODUCTION

I.I Background and Purpose

Combustible gases can be generated during severe reactor
accidents and accumulate in the reactor containment or auxiliary

building. Both the flammability characteristics and the process
of combustion of these gases must be considered in integrated

accident analysis. Previous work by the Industry Degraded Core

Rulemaking (IDCOR) Program [I] lead to the MAAP code model for
combustion during integrated accident analysis [2,3J and independent

development of the stand-alone HICCUP model [4]. The US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has developed its own multi-compartment

stand-alone model for comustlon, HECTR [5]. These models contain
user-specifled parameters which influence the calculations.

The purpose of the present model development is to reduce

uncertainty in existing models for flammability and combustion. A

minimum number of adjustable parameters and a minimum range for these



parameters is sought. This allows consideration of uncertainty in
severe accident analysis with a tractable number of calculations.
Unfortunately, some uncertainty parameters are required because of
deficiencies in the flammability limit database and scatter in

flammabilty limit data and combustion completeness data.

1.2 Important Phenomena

Four basic phenomenological aspects of combustion must be

addressed for integrated accident analysis. These are the
intrinsic fla, lability of mixtures, the extent and duration of
combustion, the onset of ignition in the absence of an obvious

ignition source, and autoignitlon of mixtures at hlgh temperature.

Intrinsic flammability must be described for a general

atmosphere consisting of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, oxygen,

nitrogen, steam, and carbon dioxide. Steam is added to the
containment as the primary system inventory is boiled away during

a severe accident. Hydrogen is evolved from in-vessel oxidation of
clad during core heatup. Steam and carbon dioxide can be

evolved from decomposing concrete after reactor ves=el failure
if a core-concrete interaction occurs. Both hydrogen and
carbon monoxide can be formed by reduction of these gases by

metallic core debris. Oxygen can be consumed during combustion,

leaving the atmosphere rich in nitrogen relative to standard air.

The extent and duration of combustion is important in

determining the pressure rise and temperature in a region. In

general, only the maximum pressure attained during combustion is
of interest for assessment of containment integrity. For lean

hydrogen concentrations exceeding the downward flame propagation

limits, combustion events are sufficiently swift that heat transfer
from the burned gases does not reduce the final pressure much

below the ideal maximum value. Experimentally, it is observed that
combustion completeness varies strongly with fuel concentration

between the upward and downward propagation limits, and that the

location of ignition sources is important as well.

When no obvious ignition source is present, the onset of

combustion is not predictable a priori. This occurs, for example_
during station blackout sequences. Hence, an ignition criterion

related to intrinsic mixture flammability must be parametrically
specified in these cases.

At very high temperature, combustion can occur even when fuel or
oxidant concentrations are outside the room-temperature flammabllty
linlits, or even when the inertant concentration is sufficient to

prohibit combustion at room temperature. This can potentially occur

when core debris is present in the containment with inadequate coolant
to remove decay power. As natural convection driven by large

temperature differences can bring fuel and oxidant together in high
temperature regions, a "recombination" of reactants can occur. When

reactants are premixed, this process is referred to as autolgnition.

For further background in tile phenomena associated with

flammability and combustion related to nuclear safety, the
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extensive IDCOR review [li and the excellent works of [lertzberg [6]
and Sherman [7] are recommended.

2. FLAMMABILITY LIMIT MODEL

2.1 Flammability Limit Data

A flammability limit can be defined as a fuel concentration in a
gas mixture at a given temperature and pressure for which incipien_
combustion occurs. Experimentally, this may be the average of a fuel
concentration for which combustion is observed to occur and another
concentration for which combustion is not observed to occur. Limits
for upward flame propagation are in general broader than those for
downward flame propagation. Incomplete combustion tends to occur for
fuel concentrations between the upward and downward propagation
limits, and complete combustion tends to occur for fuel concenrations
within the downward propagation limits.

Figure I, prepared by the U.S. Bureau of Mines [8] summarizes
the qualitative behavior of flammability limits of ternary
fuel-oxldant- inertant mixtures at a pair of temperatures. In this
manner of presentation, the fuel and inertant concentrations are given
by the vertical and horizontal axes respectively, and the oxidant
concentration is given by difference of these two with I00%. At zero
inerrant, there exist lean and rich fuel concentrations (below and
above stoichiometry) defining a range of flammable mixtures. For
example, the lean flammability limit for upward propagation of
combustion of hydrogen in dry air is about 4.1Z, and the rich
flammability limit is about 74% [9]. It should be noted that
slightly differen limits have been published by different
researchers, and that adoption of any specific set of limits can
lead to embarrassing "failures" in prediction of individual
combustion experiments.

As inertant is added, the lean limit increases and the rich
limit decreases, until they become equal for some inerrant
concentration, and the resulting flammability limit locus reaches a
"nose". Mixtures with higher inerrant concentrations are not
flammable for any fuel concentration. At a higher temperature, the
flammability envelope expands as the lean limit decreases, the rich
limit increases, and the inerting point moves toward a higher inerrant
concentration.

Flammability limit diagrams exist for the following ternary
systems of interest to LWR safety: hydrogen-air-steam [9],
hydrogen-air-carbon dioxide, hydrogen-air-nltrogen, carbon monoxide-
air-carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide-air-nitrogen [8]. The general
shape of the flammability locus in these diagrams is quite similar to
that of Figure I. The lean limit increases slowly with added
inertant, describing a line nearly parallel to the inertant axis but
with a slight upward slope, and the rich limit decreases in nearly by
difference with the added inertant, describing a llne nearly parallel
to the line of impossible mixtures (connecting the I00% fuel and 100%
inerrant points at corners of the diagram). Approximate values of the
lean and rich limit intercepts and the inerting points are listed in
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Table i. Note that slightly different values are found in different
sources, and that data scatter for the inerting point can be about I0%
inertant.

Elevated temperature data is generally only available for
zero inerrant concentration. In the case of the hydrogen-air-

steam system, elevated temperature is implicit in steam addition
but usually data are taken near saturation. The downward flammability
limits of hydrogen in air and carbon monoxide in air exhibit nearly

linear behavior with temperature [I0]. The U.S. Bureau of Mines
data for hydrogen-alr downward limits are reproduced in Figure 2.
Similar data is available for variatlon of the lean upward limit

of these mixtures with temperature [ii]. Extrapolation of these
limits leads to the conclusion that at about 1070 OK

zero hydrogen is necessary for flammability, that is, addition

of hydrogen to air at this temperature will result in autoignitlon.
In fact, at temperatures near 800 VK reactant depletion

begins and measurement of flammability limits becomes complicated.

While no data is apparent for variation of the rich upward
flammability limits, it is fair to approximate these limits as varying

linearly with temperature until IOOX fuel is reached at autoignition.
Motion of the inerting point for the hydrogen-oxygen-nltrogen system

suggests that this point moves toward the 100% inertant point at
autoignition, or a point nearby with a nonzero fuel concentration

112].

An empirical method of predicting the flammability limits of
mixed fuels, Le Chateller's Law, has been found to be a valid

approximation for hydrogen-carbon monoxide systems [ii,13]. This law
may be stated as:

-I
(I) L = (__.. CI/L i)

where Li is the individual fuel limit, L is the overall

mixture limit, and Ci is the fraction of each fuel
component normalized to one. This combining law has been found to be

valid at temperatures up to 780 OK and for up to 19%

N2 inertant [II]. No specific empirical method other than
simple averaging appears in the literature for the case of more than
one inertant. For the general case of more than one fuel and more

than one inertant, it appears that the sensible engineering approach

of inertant-averaglng for each fuel followed by application of Le
Chatelier's Law remains experimentally unverified.

2.2 Upward Flammabilty Limit Construction

The asymptotic behavior of flammability limit curves in mole

fraction coordinates encourages use of a similar geometric construction
to describe a general flammability locus, illustrated in Figure 3.

Denoting the fuel mole fraction by x and the inertant mole fraction by
y, asymptotic lines intercepting the fuel axis at the lean and

rich upward flammability llmJts are given by



(2) Yl = ml*x + bl

= *x + b(3) Yr mr r

where m denotes a slope and b an intercept. The slopes can be found
by picking points on the curve near zero inertant and connecting
them with the intercepts. A power law expression is chosen to
combine these asymptotes and describe the entire flammability curve:

(4) y = b * [ (I/Yl)**a + (I/Yr)**a ]**(l/a)

where ** denotes exponentiation. The parameters a and b are found by

demanding that the curve pass through the inerting point _ _iand that the inerrant concentration attain a maximum at t nt

(note that mr is negative):

(5) a-- in (-ml/mr) / in (Yli/Yri)

-a / (Yl -a -a(6) b = Yi i + Yrl )

where Yli and y _ are found by substituting xi into the
asymptote expreSSions (3) and (4). This method for flammability limit
curve construction thus uses the values of five data points, which may
be best-fit averages of data, and the physical constraint of the
maximum attained at the inerting point. Because these points and
parameters can be computed from data (or by assumption) at any
temperature or for any combination of fuel and inerrant, the method is
easily adapted to an integrated analysis code.

Flammability curves constructed with this method are compared
with published curves in Figures 4 to 7. Agreement is excellent for
these ternary systems. The hydrogen-alr-nltrogen system rich limit
fit (Figure 5) is overestimated because the zero-inerrant intercept
was chosen as 78% hydrogen, since it must be exactly the same as the
zero-inerrant intercept of the hydrogen-air-steam system. Also,
the hydrogen-alr-nltrogen system data deviates somewhat from the
asymptotic behavior assumed in the fit [8]. Data needed to
reconstruct these curves not given in Table I are given in Table 2.

General flammability limits can be developed from ih_ preceding
equations and by using the combining techniques described in the
previous section. Inertant-averaging is performed first for each fuel
to find the intercepts, inerting point, and asymptote slopes. Le
Chatelier's Law is then applied to these parameters in order to
combine the fuels. Note that a strict application of this law would
require interpolation of two flammability curves, while the present
method performs the combination to the parameters used to generate the
curves. The validity of this procedure is borne out by the results.
Due to the similar inerting behavior of carbon dioxide and steam, the
approximation is made that the carbon dioxide concentration is added
to the steam concentration for hydrogen fuel and the steam data is
used, and for carbon monoxide fuel the carbon dioxide data is used.
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A set of general curves is shown in Figure 8 for the case of

excess nitrogen concentration equal to that of steam or carbon
dioxide. Inertant averaging is used for the slngle-fuel curves, which
are then combined with Le Chatelier's Law for the case of equal fuel

concentrations. The dual-fuel curve is compared in Figure 9 with hand

calculations applying Le Chatelier's Law to the single-fuel curves,

and agreement is seen to be excellent.

At higher temperatures, a parameter is used to describe motion
of the inerting point due to the paucity of data. The value of the

inertant concentration at the autoignition temperature, y__,
is specified. The value of the fuel concentration is derig_d by

assuHing that the inerting point moves along a llne to the 100%
inerLant point. In principle, this fuel concentration should be
specified, and separate coordinates should be specified for each

fuel-inertant combination. However, such detailed specification

would not allow more meaningful quantification of uncertainty since

the number of unknown parameters would merely increase with only a
marginally better description of the phenomenon. Therefore, the steam
concentration for hydrogen inerting at incipient autoignition is
chosen as the sole uncertainty parameter. Inerting points at
incipient autoignition for other fuel-inertant pairs are scaled to
preserve the same proportional increase from the nominal inertant
point to the 100% inertant point.

2.3 Downward Flammability Limit Construction

Downward flammability limits are included to force prediction of

complete combustion by the mechanistic model in the event that

incomplete combustion is predicted butthe downward flammability
limits are met by the mixture. Given the relative paucity of downward

flammability data, the detailed procedure used for upward flammability

limits is unjustified at this time. Therefore, the simple
approximation of connecting the zero-inertant axis at the lean and

rich downward flammabiltiy limits to the inerting point using straight
lines has been adopted. Linear motion of the intercepts with

increasing temperature is taken from data [I0] and motion of the

inertlng point occurs as described above.

2.4 Ignition Criterion

In the presence of an ignition source, combustion is defined
to occur when the upward flammability limit criterion is met, that is,
the mixture composition lies within the flammability limit locus
calculated as described above. In the absence of an ignition source,
one cannot a priori predict the onset of combustion, except when
the temperature is high enough for autoignition. Indeed, combustion
may never occur, though it is anticipated that somehow, such as
through static discharge, a spark may ignite a combustible mixure
during a severe accident. Therefore, the time oF combustion is
essentially part of the accident sequence definition. Some analysts
may prefer to literally specify a time during the accident. A more
elegant parametric criterion relates the time of ignition to the
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intrln_ic reactivity of the mixture.

The approach taken here is to allow the user to specify an

offset to the downward flammability limit for definition of ignition
in the absence of an identifiable ignition source. This offset is
added to the lean limlt and subtracted from the rich limit. When the

offset is positive, a higher concentration than the lean downward

flammability limit (or a lower concentration than the rich downward

flammability limit) is required for combustion, and the opposite
occurs when the offset is negative. Since the lean and rich limit

lines intersect at the inertlng point, specification of a positive
offset decreases the effective inerting point for ignition, so that
lower concentrations of inertant can prevent combustion for any fuel '

concentration. This is consistent with the notion of relating the
ignition criterion to the intrinsic reactivity of the mixture.

Likewise, when the offset is negative, ignition can occur at a higher
inerrant concentration.

3. COMBUSTION MODEL

Combustion in an open volume originating at an ignition source

is idealized as the growth and upward translation of a spherical
fireball. This idealization is based on observation of lean

hydrogen-alr flames [6,14] and is similar to that of previous

models [3,4]. Such an idealization obviously fails to capture the

detailed behavior of flame propagation, especially in the presence
of turbulence and at high hydrogen concentrations. The goal of

this model is simply to predict the combustion completeness given the
composition, temperature, and geometry, in order for the

thermal-hydraulic model in an integrated code to predict the pressure
rise due to combustion. Consequently, details such as the

flame front shape and history and even (to some degree) the
combustion duration are unimportant. Because the idealized model

cannot be expected to a priori predict the combustion completeness
without some adjustments, parameters included in the model are

considered for possible variation in search of best-flt values.

Growth and translation of the fireball are illustrated in

Figure I0, including several possible cases of fireball intersection
with the boundaries of a volume. The fireball is assumed to

expand in all directions at the laminar flame speed when buoyancy
effects are small. Its center of mass accelerates upwards due

to buoyancy. When the buoyant velocity is large, growth of the
fireball is modeled as plume entrainment of unburned gases at a

rate proportional to the velocity. These concepts are combined
in a continuity equation asymptotically valid in either limit:

dHb(8) ---- + _ U)_
dt " Pu As (Su

where M is the burned gas mass, p, is the unburned gas
density_ A is the sphere surface area, S is the laminar flame
speed, _ i_ the entrainment coefficient, _ is the center-of-mass

upward velocity, and # is the flame flux multiplier. The left side



of Equation (8) is expanded so that the burned volume {s integrated,
and the radius is found by geometry for comparison with the effective
radius of the region.

The laminar flame speed S is found from the Liu-MacFarlane
correlation [15] modified by th_ Iijlma-Takeno pressure correction
[16]. Since these correlations are based on hydrogen concentrations
in excess of about 20Z, there is some uncertainty in their application
to ALWR cases which will in general have hydrogen concentrations less
than 13%. The entrainment coefficient o( is taken as 0.I as shown by
Morton [17].

The flame flux multiplier _ is an uncertainty parameter which
can be viewed equally well as a flame speed multiplier, a flame
surface area multiplier, or a density ratio multiplier since these
are factors in the product yielding the fireball growth rate.
Since flame surfaces are far from smooth and the flame speed
correlation may be in error, this is a natural parameter to choose for
uncertainty. Its value is greater than one for crinkly flames,
and less than one for smooth flames with low flame speeds.

A momentum equation is written which accounts for acceleration
of the fireball and includes a virtual mass term and drag force:

dVb.
(9) Pv [Vb dU U _'_-] g _ Vb ½ CD U2d't+ = P - Pb Ax

where 2v is the virtual density

(i0) Pv = Pb + K Pu

Vb is the burned gas volume, g is the acceleration of gravity_

_p =_fl -p., C_ is the drag coefficient, A is the spherecross.._ctio_al _rea, and K is the virtual m_ss coefficient equal to
0.5 for a sphere [18]. The drag coefficient is fixed at 2.7 as a
simplification of the form used in HICCUP [4] valid for high Reynolds
numbers.

Equations (8) and (9) are integrated simultaneously for the
burned gas volume V and the upward velocity U. A fourth-
order Rugne-Kutta m_thod is used due to stiffness. The velocity is
integrated a second time to yield the displacement X, which
together with the fireball radius r. is used to identify
impact of the fireball on either th_ sidewall or ceiling. An
incomplete burn is assumed to stop when ceiling contact occurs.
When sidewall contact occurs, the upward velocity is given by

i/2

(11) U = 0.48 (g rig 6p/pu)

When floor contact occurs, the burned volume is adjusted for
the extra spherical cap volume added during integration.



It is recognized that addition of an energy equation to

calculate the burned region temperature and a flame extinguishment
criterion to predict the termination of combustion, as _ncluded in
HICCUP [4], allow a more complete and rigorous description of the

combustion process. Unfortunately, these improvements are in conflict

with immediate application of the present model to an extension of the
MAAP code [2] due to the structure of MAAP.

4. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

The flammability and combustion models developed above are

incorporated in a stand-alone driver program for benchmark comparisons
with experiments. A summary of facilities and conditions for the
benchmarks performed to date is presented in Table 3. Benchmark

calculations are made with model parameters set to the nominal

values indicated above, and the flame flux multiplier is varied
to obtain best agreement. As a result of these calculations, the

recommended value of the flame flux multiplier is 2.0 for reactor
application, and a range of this parameter between i.O and 2.0

is sufficient to describe most quiescent experiments. For turbulent
situations caused by fans or sprays the recommended value is I0.

Table 4 contains results of model comparison to the Whiteshell

N_clear Reactor Establishment (WNRE) tests [14] conducted in a 50
m sphere. Both quiescent and turbulent premixed combustion

were studied at this facility. In this small sphere, the combustion
completeness is best predicted with a low value of the flame flux

multiplier, as anticipated by the previous discussion. Partial

combustion was observed in test 124, but the lean flammability limit

is calculated to be 5.8% hydrogen with 30% steam, and complete
combustion was observed in test 106 with only 7% hydrogen. While

combustion completeness is well-characterized by the model, the burn
time is not for low hydrogen concentrations and without turbulence.

This leads to slight overpredlctlon of the peak pressure, but only by
a few psi in these eases.

Premixed combustion and injection of hydrogen were examined
in the ACUREX 17.8 m cylinder [191. In the injection

tests, intermittent burning and diffusion flames often occurred.
Because the injection source was above the igniter in some cases,

and pointed upward, mixing was not good and model predictions cannot
match the complex observed behavior. The results for Test 2.10 which

featured steam and hydrogen injection below a centrally-mounted

igniter are shown in Figure Ii. In this case, many incomplete burns
were predicted by the model because the igniter elevation lead to a

relatively low combustion completeness in each discrete burn.

However, the result for Test 2.7 shown in Figure 12 is not as

good. In test 2.7, a higher hydrogen injection rate was used and the

bottom-mounted igniter was below the injection source. Apparently an

incomplete burn early in the test is followed by a some intermittent
burning and one global burn late in the test. The model predicts two

discrete incomplete burns early in the test and the long-term
pressurization is somewhat overpredlcted due to underprediction of
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condensation.

In these tests a flame flux multiplier of 2.0 was most

successful, though it was found that intermittent burns or diffusion
flames could be simulated by a multiplier of 0._5. This approach is

not recommended since global burns such as that at the end of test 2.7

cannot be predicted if a persistent diffusion flame is assumed.

3
Comparison with the Sandia tests in the 5 m VGES cyllnder

are summarized in Table 5. These tests featured premixed combustion
for a variety of conditions including the quiescent and turbulent

cases considered here. In general, the combustion completeness in
quiescent tests is well-characterized by a flame flux multiplier near

1.0 as expected for a small volume. In turbulent cases, a flame flux
multiplier approaching I0.0 is appropriate. As with the WNRE tests,

burn times are underpredlcted and consequently maximum pressures are

slightly overpredicted for low hydrogen concentrat}ons without
turbulence, but agreement is good £or turbulent cases and high

hydrogen concentrations.

The Nevada Test Site (hITS) tests performed in a 2048 m3
spherical dewar are the most prototypic premlxed combustion tests to

date. A summary of model comparisons to these tests is contained in
Table 6. In this large facility, a flame flux multiplier of 2.0 yields

very good agreement for combustion completeness in nearly all cases.
The exceptional case is test NTSPI4 in which the hydrogen

concentration was close to the downward propagation threshold and the
steam concentration was very high. Here the observed combustion

completeness is larger than the model prediction by 23_. Burn time is
uniformly underpredicted for low hydrogen concentrations as in the
preceding benchmarks.

Calculated and observed pressure histories for several NTS

tests appear In Figures 13 to 16, selected to cover a range of
hydrogen and steam concentrations. Though the rise time of the

pressure is underpredicted by the model, the final pressure is

overpredlcted by only several psi and the pressure decay is
followed quite well.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The flammability limit model developed in this work can quite

successfully duplicate published flammability limit curves. It is
noted that these limit curves are derived by averaging the results of
many experiments, and that scatter in the data exists. As a result,

it is expected that flammability of a mixture will occasionally be

misjudged. The present model has fared well in comparison to many
experiments and it has been seen to misjudge the flammability of
certain mixtures.

Flammability limits of multlcomponent mixtures _! elevated
_emperatures can be predicted by the model. This capability and the

ease of implementation make the model ideal for severe accident
analysis for ALWR's and current LWR's as weil. However, experimental

verification is lacking for mixtures with a high inertant content.
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Behavior of mixtures with high inertant content temperatures

approaching the autotgnttion temperature is parametrically defined at
the present time due to the paucity of data. This model is
qualitatively correct for sJch conditions, but experimental
verification can reduce uncertainty at high temperatures.

Combustion completeness caa be predicted well by the model for a
smal], range of the flame flux multiplier parameter. A single value of
this parameter is found to be most suitable to reactor cases with
quiescent atmospheres, and another value ts found to be most suitable
in the presence of turbulence induced by engineered safeguards. The
burn time is underpredicted for low hydrogen concentrations, leading
to small but conservative overprediction of the maximum pressure rise.
The original goal of constructing a model with a minimum number of
parameters whose range of variation is small has been accomplished.
This allows calculation of severe accidents to proceed with a minimum
of uncertainty, and limits the necessary number of sensitivity cases
to be considered in fission product source term prediction.
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TABLE i. Selected Flammability Limit Data

I. Single Fuel In Air, Upward Limit

Fuel Lean Limit _ Rich Limit
d

Hydrogen 4.5 78.

Carbon Monoxide 12.5 72.

2. Single Fuel In Air, Downward Limit

Fuel Lean Limit _ Rich Limit

Hydrogen 8.5 71.5

Carbon Monoxide 15.9 68.

3. Fuel-Air-Inerrant, Inerting Point

Fuel-Inertant Pair Fuel _ Inerrant

Hydrogen-Steam 12. 52.

Hydrogen-Nitrogen 6. 70.

Hydrogen-Carbon 7. 55.
Dioxide

Carbon Monoxide- 14.5 56.5

Nitrogen

Carbon Monoxide- 20. 40.
Carbon Dioxide
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TABLE 2. Additional Data for Flammability Fits at 298 K

System Lean Slope Rich Slope a b

Hydrogen-Air- 22.5 -0.8452 2.057 1.041
Steam

Hydrogen-Air- i000. -I.0 1.420 1.023
Nitrogen

Carbon Monoxide- 8.0 -0.811 5.494 1.168
Air-Carbon Dioxide

Carbon Monoxide- i000. -I.0 0.946 0.983
Air-Nitrogen
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TABLE 3 SUNNARY OF CONBUSTION BENCHMARKS

WNRE EPRI/ACUREX Sandia VGES NTS

[Ref. 14] [Ref. 19] [Ref. 20] [Ref. 21]

3
Volume, m 51 17.8 5 2048

Radius, m 2.3 1.06 0.61 15.85

Heigh_ m - 5.18 4.27 -

Shape Sphere Upright Upright Sphere
Cylinder Cylinder

H2 mole % 5 to 8 0,265 g/s* 0 to II 5 to ii

H20 mole % O to 30 0 to 15.9 g/s* 0 to II CO2"* 5 to 40

Igniters Central Bottom_ Bottom, Bottom
center center center

* Injection tests

** CO 2 inertant
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TABLE 4 gN'RE COMBUSTION BENCHNAI_ RESULTS

Initial Conditions Test Data/Model Prediction
Flame Flux

Test Multiplier H2% H20% Fans CCI% _P AtkPa sec

101 - 5 0 No <20 13 9.5
i 16 18 2.1

II0 - 5 15 No <20 i0 6.5
1 12 12 2.2

2
124 - 5 30 No <20 7 7.0

I 0 0 0

108 - 8 0 No I00 146 4.2

1 I00 175 1.3

113 - 8 15 No I00 126 4.9
1 165 1.6

102 - 5.5 0 No 26 24 6.0

I 28 36 1.8

105 - 5.5 0 Yes 83 105 1.5

2 95 119 1.4
3 I00 124 1.5

106 - 7 0 No I00 125 7

I 86 137 1.3

2 I00 157 1.2

107 - 7 0 Yes I00 161 1.2
2 i00 157 1.2

3 I00 160 0.9

1ce = Combustion Completeness, % H2 burned

2Lean Flammability limit = 5.8% H2
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Figure 1. 0ualttative ternary mixture flammability limit diagram for a
fuel-atr-Inerrant system indicating the effect of temperature as
presented in Reference [8].
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Figure 2 Influence of Temperature on Limits of Flammability of Hydrogen in
Air (Downward Propagation of Flame), taken from Reference [i0].
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Figure 4 Hg-Air-HoO flammability limit fit comparison to the Marshall
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Figure 8 H2-CO-AIr-H_O-CO_-N _ flammability limit fit for N2/(CO 2 + H20)I comparea to individual fuel limit fits.
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